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Golf ball heating bag + Heating pads 
 
Keep the golf balls at a room temperature before playing. 
 
About an hour before the starting the round, place the golf balls (6) in the heating bag and place 
the heating pad in the pocket on the cover of the heating bag and close the cover with a zipper. 
 
Before the first use, remove the plastic protective packaging from the heating pad. 
 
The heating pad starts to warm up and is completely warm in 15 minutes. 
 
In 15 degrees weather, one heating pad on the cover is enough to heat the balls for a round. 
 
If you are playing in an outdoor temperature of 10 degrees, put another heating pad in the heating 
bag. Lift the plastic ball holder (6 balls) out of the heating bag and place another pad on the bottom 
and the plastic ball holder on top of it. 
 
The heating pad warms the balls best when it is in direct contact with the balls. 
 
For best results, do not place the heating pads in the middle, but on one side of the bag. This way 
the heating pad is in direct contact with 4 of balls and these 4 balls heat up best. 
 
When using one heating pad, rotate the balls a half a turn to warm the balls more evenly. 
 
Always try all the balls by hand first and choose the warmest ball for bar 5. 
 
For Bar 3, you can choose one of the two balls that are not in direct contact with the heating pad. 
 
Always remember to keep the heating bag open for as little as possible, ie after you have made the 
ball selection and put the ball you used back in the heating bag, close it with a zipper. 
 
Heating pads keep the balls warm throughout the round (18 lanes). 
 
If you are only playing 9-way, place the heating pads in the included airtight plastic bag and close 
the bag carefully. The heating pad stops working in the bag when no air is available and while you 
open the bag, the heating pad is warm again in 15 minutes. 
 


